The book of Revelation – an early Christian ‘Search for Meaning’ in critical conversation with its Jewish heritage and Hellenistic-Roman society

Introduction
Understanding the world through apocalyptic rhetorical transformation

It might sound curious to start with the book of Revelation when dealing with the relationship between the Bible and society. We might overlook that the message and the imagery of the book of Revelation is present in contemporary thought, including all aspects of contemporary secular art (cf. for example Mazenik 2011:190). For instance, there would be no classical motion picture
like Francis Ford Coppula’s ‘Apocalypse Now’ without the inspiration of the book of Revelation, which is often called ‘The Apocalypse’ and which is understood as a narrative of the catastrophic events that lead to the end of human history. In their narratives, modern imitators of Revelation reflect ‘repressed unease about the present, aimlessness, hopelessness, lack of vision […] but also indifference, horror on concernment, and pleasure in the imagination of doom’, which might at least be part of their model too. Nevertheless, Revelation is neither told to follow ‘the principle of individuality and the postulate of self-realisation’ nor to meet crises ‘with mellowed distance’. Revelation constructs a meaningful narrative world that counts the social and political world.

This article tries to introduce this hermeneutical project of opposition to a social and political situation in Roman society and under Roman power. No other early Christian text is so closely related to the society outside its textual world and offers such a critical interpretation of the world outside as Revelation does with its inner-textual world of thought. This is what makes it sensible to include a discussion of this text in a conference on the role and influence of biblical values on social change. Moreover, the apocalyptic worldview inspired by Revelation and its critical interpretation of ancient society has been influential throughout the centuries and has had an impact on political thinking and political theories maybe even until today. The separation of the political world into East and West, into good and bad (especially fostered by the Reagan-Bush era that saw the United States of America as opposed to an ‘Evil Empire’) was inspired by the apocalyptic structure and thought of Revelation. This holds true even if we want to discuss if such an influence was a direct one or if it was rather caused by the trace of collective memory (‘Gedächtnisspur’) (Karrer 2005:419). The term axis of evil, coined by former United States president George W. Bush, in a speech on 29 January 2002, was so influential that it has received its own entry in Wikipedia. Again, it was inspired by the message of Revelation. Already in the aftermath of the 9/11 attacks, Bush invited his allies to ‘answer these attacks and rid the world of evil’.

Revelation itself develops such an apocalyptic rhetoric that divides its narrative world into good and evil. The reader finds, on the one hand, God and his agents, and, on the other hand, the devil and figures that do his work (cf. Labahn 2011a; 2013b; see also Schreiber 2013). The narrative ‘axis of evil’ aims at ‘leading the world astray’ from God’s and the Lamb’s intentions. Such a narrative world does not develop ex nihilo – it comes into being from a critical conversation with its Jewish heritage, the cultural and religious legacy of Hellenistic-Roman milieu, and finally its Christian contemporaries. The formation of this religious text originated in transformation of ideas from its different traditions.

In a country that has managed a peaceful way to overcome a policy of opposites, this article does not want to deal with the impact of the rhetoric of the book of Revelation on political thinking in general. It rather aims to describe the narrative apocalyptic and antagonistic strategy of the book of Revelation as a complex technique of exchange and transformation of religious or cultural ideas and motifs. This article only refers to a small sample of case studies. The term transformation, used in this article, refers to a process through which existing religious concepts, views or patterns are integrated into a new literary setting that, taken together, forms a new religious framework. This article analyses Revelation as a narrative writing with an aim to form meaning by construction of the reality of its readers put into a meaningful, clearly structured narrative world. The book of Revelation develops:

1. a story that is Christian in nature, although opposing other Christian groups and concepts (cf. Rv 2–3);
2. a story that is deeply rooted in Jewish thoughts, although it is opposed to the social or political behaviour of certain Jewish groups that are said to be in relation to the devil (Rv 2:9; 3:9: συναγωγη του σατανα) and transforms its heritage in taking its own interpretation of the Scriptures of Israel as an interpretation of the eschatological proclamation of God’s will;
3. a story opposing Hellenistic-Roman religious ideas, yet also picking up its imagery and finally diminishing the political establishment and its religious system of meaning from the edge of society.

In the midst of this complexity we might not find Revelation as an example of a clash of different religious systems. The narrative of Revelation develops the world of its readers into a radical religious system, which, for sure, is not an example of a modern sophisticated and peaceful dialogue between different religious systems. It might rather be taken as an example of how religious groups or individuals evade frustration and/or feelings of suppression. The narrative forms meaning by transforming older traditions and

3.According to Busse (2000:223), the modern answer to apocalyptic narrative follows ‘dem Individualitätsprinzip und dem Selbstbewusstseinspostulat, er beginnet Krisen mit abgeklärter Distanz’.
4.Cf. the short remarks in the Wikipedia (n.d.a) article ‘Reich des Bösen’.
5.Wikipedia (n.d.a) article titled ‘Axis of evil’.

8.Perhaps, at least, the development of liberation theological thoughts due to the interpretation of Revelation by Boesak (1987) should be considered here.
10.The fact that the book of Revelation presented an approach to the Roman Empire from the edge of ancient society is underscored by the recent commentary of Wengst (2010). However, it is misleading to call the book of Revelation a text that comes ‘from the perspective of the lowest and most marginal classes, that is from the perspective of the victims’ (Wengst 1994:196), it is part of the rhetorical strategy of the narrative to take over the position of being a victim, but there are no hints that the author or his addressees belonged to the lowest classes.
challenging religious ideas into a new radical system from an outsider’s position.

If such a system merely helps to form the identity of a group of outsiders because it is a piece of fantastic subversive narrative (Labahn 2014), Revelation might simply be an interesting religious document to be studied. It might also be an inspiration to overcome absolute systems of ideology or ways of thinking. However, the moment such a system is used by a leading group or leads to violence against others or against people within the own group boundaries as sometimes happens in apocalyptic sectarian groups, it becomes a dangerous instrument of suppression.

On the historical and literary setting of Revelation

Revelation tells the story of a man called John, who is introduced as its author and who receives Revelation from God himself, which is of and from Jesus Christ (Rv 1:1). John was at the place called Patmos, to which he was confined because of his belief in the Word of God and the testimony for Jesus (Rv 1:9: διὰ τὸν λόγον τούθεν καὶ τὴν μαρτυρίαν θητοῦ). Here he is given a vision of the heavenly throne room (Rv 4–5). From this beginning a story develops, which tells how history is brought to a God-given end through catastrophes and a war that destroys the opponents of God and all their followers. Finally, at the end of the narrative and after final judgement (Rv 20:11–15), a new geographic entity is presented, called ‘New Jerusalem’ (Rv 21:1–6), where the pure adherents (Rv 21:27: καὶ οὐ μὴ εἰσέλθῃ εἰς ἑαυτήν πᾶν κοινόν) of God and his Lamb will live together with God and the Lamb in paradisiacal peace (cf. especially Rv 22:1–5).

The story, which is written in what would be perceived as a critical and often offensive dialogue amongst Christian communities and in opposition to the Roman authority, could be called a ‘subversive narrative’.13 It depicts the Roman Empire, which seems to stand firmly for the view of the addressees outside the narrative, as a social and political entity that has, according to the plot of the story, already fallen and will finally fall at the end of human history (cf. for example Rv 12:9, 14:8, 18–20; especially 18:2). All readers or hearers who follow the pragmatic of the story and who share the view of the narrative will look at their environment, especially at the Roman Empire, in a completely different manner after reading the narrative of Revelation. According to the rhetoric of Revelation, the earthen power is related to the besieged satanic reign and therefore that power is besieged by a more powerful power: the kingdom of God. The story of Revelation is subversive in constructing a new reality within the text that has an effect on understanding the world beyond the text.

Revelation was probably written at the end of emperor Domitian’s reign in the western part of the Roman province Asia Minor. Such a dating remains the most probable one, although some scholars have recently proposed a later date. Such a theory, to a great deal, corresponds to the textual data of very intense pressure from the political power. It presupposes an intensity of the Roman emperor’s cult that some scholars take for granted as historical reality in the time of the later emperor Hadrian (Wituslki 2007).14 Yet, it might be doubtful that the intensity of the veneration of the Roman emperor changed that much between the reign of emperor Domitian to that of the later emperors Trajan or Hadrian in the first part of the 2nd century.

However, the main doubt is raised from another observation. Even if the argument of any development of the emperor’s cult may be true, it cannot be overlooked that the storyline of the book of Revelation develops its own construction of a narrative world that is in accordance with its apocalyptic idea. We should not doubt that the story is a construction related to the world outside the story with its cults and religious and social reality. However, as part of its apocalyptic worldview, the narrative radicalises the social situation of the Christian communities – a radicalisation of reality (‘Radikalisierung der Wirklichkeit’), as it is called by Harald Ulland (1997) – presenting a situation of political and religious pressure,15 and in doing so forcing its contemporary readers to decide between God and a compromising life in Roman society.16 According to the storyline, the situation of the Christian communities in Western Asia Minor becomes a situation that endangers their lives. Keeping belief in Christ meant, according to the narrative world of Revelation, to risk physical death, yet gaining eternal life, which is already depicted in the story as a contemporary reality (cf. Labahn 2012; see also Nicklas 2009; cf. Rv 6:9–11; 7:9–17; 14:1–7; 15:2–4).

As such, it might be a view from the edge of society, yet it radicalises the edge unto further marginalisation17 by showing that getting outside the Roman social world is a place where true power sets free. With this, finally, the edge is changed to become the centre of Christian life.

---


14-Also the discussion on the late dating between Wituslki (2012) and Wietetschke (2012). Wietetschke refuses a late date and Mucha (2014) argues, with good proof, for the classical date of Revelation at the end of Domitian’s reign.

15-A number of recent studies have clearly revised the picture of persecutions of Christians during the reign of Domitian, cf. for example De Villiers (2002).

16-See also Collins (1984:111): ‘John adapted oral and literary anti-Roman tradition into a particularly fierce and dualistic literary image of the insurmountable opposition between the servants of God and the servants of Rome. He highlighted and emphasized the suffering of Christians at the hands of Rome and painted a picture of the empire which put this trait of persecutor at the very center.’

17-It somehow reminds of Gerd Theissen’s theory of self-stigmatisation as developed with a view to early Christian proclamation (Theissen 2003:162f.).
Revelation as transformation of its religious heritage and milieu – Some examples

As a fantastic subversive narrative, the book of Revelation is a witness of the formation of a new Christian-bound religious system that opposes social reality whilst transforming its own religious heritage and even using religious ideas from outside. Revelation takes a radical approach by separating its own system from its sources (the scriptures of Israel), from its natural allies (other Christian groups) and from its opponents.

Jewish background and its transformation

Reading the story of Revelation, it is first of all an apocalyptic book on God and his agents who fight an apocalyptic war against the evil at the end of time and finally destroys the evil power. The story itself is developed from motifs, thoughts, pictures and words from the Jewish scriptures, which are taken up in a very creative and free way – a method that, in the context of Jewish exegesis, is not completely unique. However, the claim of Revelation to form a new scripture that is essential to remain unchanged (Rv 22:18–19), and which will lead into the new community with God and the Lamb in ‘New Jerusalem’, might be unique (cf. Labahn 2013a).

Jewish monotheism seems to be the basic religious and ethical model for the storyline of Revelation. On the basis of such a theocentric worldview (Schnelle 2008:714; Söding 2001), other religious systems are estimated as evil and as representing idolatry and harlotry (Rv 2:14, 20; 9:20; see also Rv 14:8; 17:2, 4; 18:3, 9; 19:2; 21:8; 22:15). Revelation wants people to avoid any compromise with such impure entities and to follow the right side in the final eschatological war. People are fostered to keep the commandments of God (Rv 12:17: τηροῦντες τὰς ἑντολὰς τοῦ θεοῦ, which is paralleled to ἑφόντες τὴν μαρτυρίαν τοῦ θεοῦ; Rv 14:12: οἱ τηροῦντες τὰς ἑντολὰς τοῦ θεοῦ, paralleled by καὶ τὴν πίστιν Ἰησοῦ). However, Revelation does not make use of the classical Jewish boundary markers, such as Sabbath observance and circumcision. The term Israel is mentioned three times: neutrally or slightly negatively in Revelation 2:14, and positively in Revelation 7:4 and 21:12 – and always referring to the people of Israel. We can find a reference to the heroes of Jewish social memory in Revelation 4:4 and 10, if the group of 24 elders included a reference to the 12 Old Testament prophets and the 12 apostles. We also find the list of the 12 tribes in Revelation 7:4-8, which might refer to Israel or to members of the Christian community – perhaps Jewish Christians.

These Jewish elements of religious thinking, especially the theocentric, theocentric idea, form the main part of the monotheistic religious system behind the apocalyptic narrative of Revelation. Such elements build a background for a Christological line of thought that develops more than accidentally. Christology has become part of the monotheistic argument; the concept of purity is related to Christian communities; the Jewish heroes have Christian companions; there is hope for a new community without temple (Rv 22:3–4), hence creating a new and immediate community between God and the Lamb and its now Christian adherents. Different elements of Jewish identity are taken up positively and are transferred into the narrative world of Revelation. These representations of Jewish identity become part of the Christian transformation of their previous Jewish background.

Within this transformation process, it is frightening that Jewish assemblies are called the ‘Synagogue(s) of Satan’ (Rv 2:9: ματαιοῦσιν τῷ θεῷ; 3:9). However, this identification does not indicate anti-Semitism in general, because it does not contain a general ethnic religious claim. It is rather related to a certain political behaviour ascribed to particular Jewish circles. These groups are called ‘Synagogue(s) of Satan’, because, according to the rhetoric of the narrative, these people act in cooperation with Satan. This means that they act in a way that endangers Christian groups or individuals so that they leave their fellowship with Christ. The problem behind the polemic identification might best be recognised as an act of denunciation against the Roman authorities in that there are certain Christians who did not honour the emperor. Such collaboration might have happened as some kind of self-defence or as an act of differentiation from other Christian groups to show loyalty towards the Roman power. The most adequate historical background for such behaviour can be taken from the correspondence of Pliny the Younger and Emperor Trajan (Letters 10.96, 97). Although the correspondence comes from a later period, the situation described in the letters of Pliny might refer to a legal practice that was already in use much longer.

The storyline of Revelation construes a real conflict that produces a dynamic self-defence and consequently identity limits. Formation and limitation are due to certain actions and not to an intellectual or religiously motivated limitation – although Revelation calls these acts of denunciation ‘blasphemy’ (Rv 2:9: τὴν βλασφημίαν).

In general, the Jewish background – Karlheinz Müller calls it a Jewish-Christian competence – is transformed into a Christian religious concept that includes a high Christological approach with a very strict and apocalyptically motivated opposition to any pagan kind of religion.

Transformation: Christianised monotheism and radicalism

During the history of the interpretation of Revelation, there has been a discussion as to whether the Jewish part of Revelation might be separated from the Christian elements by means of literary criticism, for example Eberhard Vischer (1886). Other exegetes merely regard Revelation as a slightly Christianised document. Both kinds of interpretation seem to be misleading. Even if older traditions, or maybe even...
literary layers, could be identified – which seems somewhat doubtful – the actual plot is grounded in a Christological concept. Next to God, Christ appears already as a co-source of blessing in the letter greeting of Revelation 1:5–6. Christ is the first figure John sees in heaven when he is taken by the spirit on the Lord’s Day (Rv 1:10–20). If Christ, as the central figure as well as the different Christological terms and motifs, were deleted from the text, the plot would not work anymore.

The different figures representing Christ are main characters of the story and form an integral part of the narrative of Revelation. Of central importance is the figure of the ‘lamb’. The figure of the ‘lamb’ in the narrative of Revelation is a transformation of Jewish ideas and is developed into a special ‘symbol’ of early Christian Christological claims. It is not completely sure from which stream of tradition the ‘lamb’ is taken. Some scholars refer to the Pesach lamb,22 other to Isaiah 53, other to the ‘tamid offering’ and so on. The Lamb is both a figure of weakness and a figure of power. As the slaughtered (Rv 5:6: ὡς ἀριστεράκους, 9), the Lamb refers back to the cross, and as the ‘standing’ (ἐστήκεις) it takes the Christian post-Easter perspective of resurrection. The wound remains a part of the characterisation of the Lamb throughout the narrative and also reminds of the fate of the Christian followers, according to the perspective of Revelation (Schreiber 2008). The Christians risk being killed if they follow the Lamb and God’s commandments, but they also benefit from the Lamb from its resurrection (Labahn 2012). As the slaughtered, the Lamb is close to the readers’ experience of being endangered (not necessarily persecuted) by Roman power.

However, the figure does not only have a soteriological function, but also serves the progression of the narrative plot and is a part of the apocalyptic rhetoric. For this reason the Lamb is portrayed with seven horns and eyes that look all around the world (Rv 5:7), so that this Lamb is not only powerful, but also informed about everything that is happening outside heaven in the human world.23 As such the Lamb is the only figure able to open the seal of the book of the seven seals, which inaugurates the apocalyptic drama (Rv 5:1–14). Thus, Christology is transformed into an apocalyptic plot from which the whole story is set into motion.

All Christological portraits are presented very close to God. Already the exalted Son of Man (Christ figure) of Revelation 1:12–20 is portrayed alongside symbols, motifs and texts that are traditionally reserved to the portrait of God or to ancient deities. The monotheism of the story transforms the Jewish concept into an early Christian concept that includes the newly presented Christ figure.

We might add other aspects of transformation of ancient apocalyptic and monotheistic Jewish patterns into the early Christian concept of Revelation. Such an apocalyptic model merely works as a basic element for the plot of the whole book. Combined with a theocentric approach and a rigoristic view of purity, there is no place for any kind of compromise or proximity to other religious concepts. Purity, keeping the commandments of God and believing in the Lamb (Christ figure), can only be maintained if Christians turn away from any of the surrounding religious activities, including, for instance, public meals or festivals of the ruler cult or social and economic activities in ancient associations.

The book prescribes a very restrictive system of identity formation that draws boundaries not only with regard to social interchange with pagan religious groups and behaviour, but also with regard to groups within the Christian movement that apply for a more open approach and exchange with ancient society. Christian interpretation of ancient deities, which may follow the Pauline argument of 1 Corinthians 8:4 that ‘no idol in the world really exists’ (οὐδὲν εἰς θεὸν ἐν κόσμῳ), could be relatively flexible in partaking in social life in Greco-Roman cities, not fearing to pollute themselves with regard to ancient deities. According to the argument of Revelation, such an interpretation is regarded as an act of impurity and disobedience. Those open-minded Christian groups are described as minorities that come from outside into the communities (cf. Rv 2:6, 14, 15, 20, 24). Such a description may belong to a polemic or apocalyptic construction of the story itself. Compared to Revelation, more liberal Christian models of living in an ancient society are criticised by motifs from Scriptures, for example, such Christian groups are associated with Bileam (Nm 22–24; see also Nm 25:1–3; 31:16) and Isebel (1 Ki 16:29–33; 18:13, 19). Furthermore, they are criticised for claiming to have acknowledged the ‘depth of Satan’ (Rv 2:24: τὰ βαθύτατα τοῦ σατανᾶ) and are associated with the besieged anti-figure Satan (cf. Labahn 2011a:38–39). Although, it might be asked if this is part of the self-definition of those liberal Christian groups, somewhat related to Paul’s statement about the power of the spirit in 1 Corinthians 2:10 (τὰ βαθύτατα τοῦ θεοῦ) (Kalms 2001:25), it is more convincing, against the background of the story, to read it as a transformation of any self-understanding into the interpretation of Revelation. According to the rhetoric of Revelation, any liberal Christian approach takes the risk of leading Christian followers astray from God and his Lamb and is therefore related to the work of Satan.

In the setting of the letters to the churches (Rv 2–3), the accusation that those liberal Christian groups make themselves guilty of ‘prostitution’ and the ‘eating of food offered to idols’ includes all aspects of compromising with ancient religious movements and does not seem to single out the emperor’s cult alone. Pagan cults seem to have had some attractiveness for Christian converts. However, it might be plausible that engaging in social interaction – either as a way of commerce24

22 Cf. now, for example, Giesen (2012), who does not assume any atoning function for the Pesach lamb, but refers to an apotropaic effect, which he finds in the backdrop of the Lamb figure in Revelation.


24 Cf., for example, Siitonen (2011), who opts that with the commercial imagery Revelation does not only touch on the issue of idolatry, which is related to the criticism of Roman Empire and its imperial cult, but also deals with certain Christian merchants and their relation to Roman economy.
or in taking over public responsibilities – means compromising with other groups and their religious ideas, which, according to the model of Revelation, presents an act of impurity.

It is not really possible to analyse the background or social and religious identity of these more liberal Christian movements or groups – whether a single group or various groups. Much information is hidden beneath the polemical schematisation of the actual context in the text. The liberal group(s) might go back to a post-Pauline or liberal interpretation of Paul, but the position does not seem to be too far away from other developments and transformations within the early Christian movement in relation to the social religious milieu outside the Christian movement. Opposite to such ideas, the religious Jewish-Christian system of Revelation transforms Christianity into a social and religious entity that locates itself at the edge or even outside ancient society in an elitist style.

Ancient religion

The narrative of Revelation incorporates various texts, pictures and ideas built upon ancient culture as well as its philosophical or religious ideas.25 Through such a strategy, Revelation shows a profound knowledge and understanding of various ancient political, religious and cultural systems.

To give just a few examples:

- The risen Christ in Revelation 1:16 is portrayed with a face shining like the sun (ἡ ὄψις αὐτοῦ ὡς ὁ ἥλιος φαίνει ἐν τῇ δόξῃ αὐτοῦ), which might refer to the Roman deity ‘sol’.26
- The story of the pregnant woman in Revelation 12 takes up elements from the myths of Isis or Seth-Typhon (respectively Leto or Python), which seems to be already influenced by polemic against the Roman emperor’s propaganda (Omerzu 2006; see Van Henten 2006). David Balch (2006) has shown that some of these elements are prominent in ancient art, so that there are potentially different ways of influence that may be taken into account.
- In Revelation 9:11 the angel of the bottomless pit as the leader of the locust together with his army of locusts (Rv 9:3; 7) refer to Apollon Parnopios (Karrer 2012:228–230). Here, the narrative setting uses material from pagan religiosity to develop a new plague, showing that Apollon does not give rescue, but rather causes death and danger.

Dochhorn protests searching for parallels in so-called pagan religiosity as background of the story of Revelation, especially with regard to Revelation 12 (Dochhorn 2011:20–21),27 but this point of view is too one-sided. Looking at the whole story, it becomes rather plausible that there is an intended openness to both biblical-Jewish traditions and Hellenistic-Roman motifs. At least with regard to readers, we cannot exclude the Hellenistic-Roman background, yet it seems more probable that the book of Revelation is deliberately bipolar – it is related both to biblical-Jewish traditions and the Hellenistic-Roman background. Some passages even use material from the portrait of pagan deities to portray God or Christ or their activities. Others, marked by their narrative setting, are used to describe plagues and destruction to diminish these deities by means of the narrative flow. The narrative neither shows ignorance nor simple negation. It rather develops a creative transformation and reworking of ancient ideas whilst incorporating them into a new literary entity – even melting together imagery from the biblical-Jewish traditions and the Hellenistic-Roman milieu at the same time. Using the attractiveness of ancient cultural or religious ideas may strengthen the rhetorical power of the narrative of Revelation. The heroes of the book are portrayed as being superior to the heroes of ancient culture and/or religion – even using elements taken from these fields in their own characterisation. On the other hand, the heroes, stories or motifs become part of a caricature, especially with regard to the emperor’s cult. The apocalyptic rhetoric of good and evil and the subversive power of its autobiographic narrative make the use of ancient culture a dangerous rhetorical weapon.

Emperor’s cult

In many approaches to Revelation, the emperor’s cult and its opposition are seen as a major, if not the main, hermeneutical key for understanding the entire book (cf. for example Wengst 1994:189–190; 2010). As we have seen from the observations mentioned above, such an approach is a little too simplistic:

1. On the one hand, there is not one overall emperor’s cult that is the same in all the different locations to which Revelation is addressed (cf. Ameling 2011:24–36). There is a basic structure of claims, but even that is too far-reaching to reconstruct a ‘theology of the emperor’s cult’, as done by Stephan Witetschek (2008:131). Anyhow, such a unifying tendency of the cult of the Roman emperor is part of the rhetoric strategy and the narrative construction of reality by Revelation that radicalises the political situation outside the story. Such a construction turns the empire, the emperor and his cult into one entity that is empowered by Satan and belongs to the ‘axis of evil’ (cf. especially Rv 12:18–13:2), and which will be finally defeated in the apocalyptic war and judgement (cf. Rv 17–20).

2. One main part of Revelation’s dispute with Roman rule and its cultic representation is the literary form of its polemic renarration. Roman representatives become characters in the story that are associated with Satan and are therefore regarded as a part of the apocalyptic

25 Cf., for example, the presentation of data in Karrer (2013). Many texts and motifs from ancient religious contexts are presented as part of the encyclopedic presentation in the commentary of Aune (1996–1998).
26 Revelation 1:16: ‘and his face was like the sun shining with full force’. Karrer 2013:27
27 Differently, for example Omerzu (2006:170).
enactment. It starts with the fall of Satan from heaven (Rev 12:9) and continues his furious but already besieged activities on earth (Rev 12:17) where Roman rule is introduced as his allied figures until his final defeat (Rev 12:18–13:18). Thereby, Roman rule and power are transformed from a powerful reality in ancient Asia Minor outside the story into a powerless character that has already been defeated, since it is placed on the wrong side in the apocalyptic drama.

3. On the other hand, elements from the emperor’s cultic enactment or from the emperor’s propaganda are used to describe God or his Christ, or are at least paralleled to enactments or descriptions of Christ and God. In Revelation 1:14 the eyes of Christ as the heavenly son of man are described to be ‘like a flame of fire’ (ὡς φλόγος πυρὸς). The description is based on the intertwined verses Daniel 7:9 and 10:6. However, the final portrait of the risen Christ has parallels to a similar description of the emperors Augustus (Suetonius Aug 79.2) and Domitian (Statius Silvae I 1.99–104). The portrait shows the power of Christ as superior to other rulers as it is described in their own propaganda.

4. In the heavenly worship, the 24 elders hail God as ‘the Lord, our God’ (Rev 4:11: ὁ κύριος καὶ ὁ θεὸς ἡμῶν) and do the proskynesis in front of God’s throne – a habit that reminds of the behaviour of besieged rulers in front of the emperor. The acclamation of God recalls Septuagint language (Ps cxv–cxvi; 34[35]:23; 35[36]:15; 87[88]:2), but also reminds of a title that was used with regard to emperor Domitian (Suetonius Dom. 13.2; Martial 10.72). The almighty God (Rev 4:8) sits on his heavenly throne, which, according to the plot of Revelation, is also a counter-symbol to earthen political power, since the real power will finally overcome in the eschatological war.

5. These examples show that different elements were taken from ancient religious systems, but at least they become part of a new story. As far as they are not used to describe the narrated opponents in the story, they are reserved for Revelation’s formation of meaning (inside the text), so that its use by another figure outside the text may be viewed as a kind of misuse.

6. Other elements from the emperor’s propaganda that could be identified in the book of Revelation were taken up through a negative narrative setting. If, for instance, the rider of the first white horse in Revelation 6:2 is not a positive figure and does not represent Christ, then it describes a figure that acts parallel to what happens in a Roman triumphal procession. Such a reference has a highly critical potential. What is meant to guarantee the (Roman) audience the peace and benefit that the Roman ruler provides to his people, is, according to the rhetoric of Revelation, only the start of a new war that brings hunger, death and devastation, as elaborated by the next three riders (Rev 6:3–8). Without mentioning the idea of the pax Romana, the narrative setting portrays a concept similar to the pax Romana as an empty propaganda myth. This interpretation does, of course, not only belong to the political claims and realities of the Roman Empire itself, but rather recalls a concept of an apocalyptic worldview that leads to more and more disasters, yet eschatological hardships at the end of time.
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by economic needs, social communication and even denunciation that forced Christians to compromise or even depart – this might have been caused by suppression of local Roman administration. Furthermore, there was some kind of development in the Christian thinking itself – starting with Paul – that lead to a more open approach to the challenges of ancient society, including its religious systems. These developments are also criticised by the rhetoric of Revelation so that its radical view, which leads people unto the edge of ancient society or even further away, also represents an inner-Christian controversy with regard to the challenges of the Roman emperor’s cult. The dispute with other Christian religious ideas therefore has an identity building function by developing religious and social group limits.

Conclusion

Revelation is only one voice within the choir of early Christian literature, yet a very special and radical one – even if it is debatable whether the approach should be called ‘radical’. Revelation 18:4 asks the readers to leave the city of Babylon, less so they do not become victims of God’s punishment, but so that they do not share the sins of this city. In Revelation, Babylon is a cipher for the city of Rome, but by Revelation 18:4 the city already stands for more: the entire social, religious and political reality that belongs to the power of Rome as city and empire. Non-cooperation in the structures of society is the goal of the ethics of the seer, aiming at the preservation of an own religious identity. Such a narrative program is clearly not a strategy for cultural diversity, but rather a counter-cultural access that leads its adherents into self-chosen isolation at the edge of ancient society.

The author of Revelation might best be regarded as a well-educated Jewish-Christian prophet. There is a deep and general knowledge of the scriptures of Israel. There seems to be a geographic transition from Palestine to Asia Minor, and also a religious transition from Judaism to Christianity. The fact that Revelation’s author might have experienced Roman rule in the first Jewish war (Ebner 2011:130–131) is an interesting educated guess that might explain some aspects of the text and its imagery. The person responsible for the book of Revelation, a certain John, was a Christian prophet known to the Christian groups in Asia Minor. His narrative is testimony to an approach that selects insights from different religious streams – from 1st century Judaism and 1st century Christianity – and integrates them into a selective and limited model of Christian attitude towards society and culture. As such, the narrative is not simply conservative, but integrative in so far as it develops a new revelation on old grounds, whose counter-cultural access is based on the transformation of different cultural means. The main, though not exclusive, opposition is the emperor’s cult, but its main addressees are Christians who receive both encouragement and criticism.

Revelation is an example of productive transformation of religious ideas and backgrounds. This biblical text changes the world outside the narrative by constructing a new textual counter-world. The narrative forms meaning by taking up different streams of concepts and ideas, and thereby builds up an elite group identity that deliberately chooses an outsider position, defined by the narrative form of meaning, as the insider position with regard to the apocalyptic events that guarantee eternal life and community with God and his Lamb.
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